
BRITISH TRAVELERS STILL GETTING INTO
TROUBLE ABROAD

The reputation of British travelers on holidays continues to worsen,
and rightly so. Tourists from the British Isles cannot seem to keep
themselves out of trouble. Even those who do not succumb to
violence and disgrace due to drink and drugs still often lose their
passport or outstay their visa welcome.

 

 

 

According to the latest British Behaviour Abroad report by the UK government, between April
2008 and March 2009 5,430 tourists from Britain needed consular assistance in Spain, 1,534 British
citizens were arrested in the U.S., 433 were hospitalized in Greece and Britons accounted for a
quarter of all arrests in Thailand.

 

Most of the unfortunate incidents involved drink and drugs, the former especially in Spain
and Greece and the latter particularly in Asian countries. Britain has always been tarred with
a binge drinking culture and holidays provide a perfect excuse for Britons to exploit it. The better
prices provide a great incentive for British tourists to imbibe more when in mainland Europe.

 

According to sociologists there is also the important factor that many British tourists feel that as
they belong to a big world power with a massive colonial history and their language is spoken all
over the globe, this gives them the right to do what they want. Mix arrogance with the thug culture
and low prices and this is a recipe for disaster.

 

The arrogance factor is reflected in the fact that a large number of Britons outstay the periods their
visas allow them to stay in Asian countries. Perhaps another element is very relevant here: that
Britain in recent times has never been subject to communist or totalitarian rule. Thus, the
presumption that paper is just a paper and rules are made to be broken remains in British heads.
Many members of other great populations, the Chinese and Russians for example would never dare
take such risks.

 

 

 



 

 

Top 10 countries where Brits required the most consular assistance 

1/ Spain

 

2/ USA

 

3/ Greece

 

4/ France

 

5/ Germany

 

6/ Cyprus

 

7/ India

 

8/ Thailand

 

9/ Czech Republic

 

10/ Australia
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